Dear Chapter Leaders,

We realize how crucial chapter leadership training is for effective governance, however the scheduling can be difficult. In addition, a training visit or conference call from ILA is a one-time event that relies on good note taking and memory in order to turn training into action.

In order to try and help alleviate the challenge a single session may present; we have created a new resource for chapter leaders to assist with training and board leadership. We are in the process of creating a library of short video clips, tips and exercises for chapter board leaders to incorporate into board meetings throughout the year. This training content is assessible to watch on your own schedules, and even more so; watch a few times, as reminders, or integrate into a board orientation.

Below are the current recorded sessions. They vary in time between 15 to 30 minutes. They are password protected. We certainly hope they are useful to your chapter leadership and ability to turn training into action steps.

Lastly, we would appreciate your feedback, as well as topic suggestions that would be beneficial to increase effective operation. Please send your feedback and suggestions to chapters@reading.org.

In a world of on-demand learning, it is our hope that these clips will begin to serve as a resource for your chapter.

Thank you for your passion and commitment to Literacy!!
Send us your suggestions. More to come.

Chapter & Regions Team

**Chapter Training Recordings**

**Password for all videos: 4Chapters!**

Topic: [Virtual Resources for Chapter Leaders](#)

Topic: [Member Value and Board Recruitment](#)

Topic: [Effective Governance & Financial Responsibility](#)

Topic: [Chapter Training Policy & Procedures](#)

Topic: [Strategic Planning](#)

Topic: [Chapter Portal Website Training](#)